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Computer Rentals

• IBM Bluemix  
• instant access, launch quickly, scale with demand 

• Amazon AWS 
• burstable (T2), balanced (M3), computer optimized (C4) 

• a user may rent 1, 2, 4 or more vCPUs 
• an on-demand instance  

• fixed price, immediately available 
• a spot instance 

• dynamically assigned to the highest bidder 

• Jelastic 
• a unit is a Cloudlet 
• CPU usage measured by the number of CPUs per hour
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Cache Memory

• Memory on modern multicores 
• most expensive operations 
• most transistors on-chip 

• Multicore cache 
• a mixture of private/shared caches 

• IBM Power 8 512KB private L2, 96MB shared ERAM L3 
• Intel Haswell 256KB private L2, up to 20MB shared L3 

• cache is fast memory “operating system” 
• Dilemma of sharing 

• maximize or equalize 
• consistency needed for 

• performance tuning and optimization
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bandwidth constrained. For existing applications that use Shared memory as software 

managed cache, code can be streamlined to take advantage of the hardware caching system, 

while still having access to at least 16 KB of shared memory for explicit thread cooperation. 

Best of all, applications that do not use Shared memory automatically benefit from the L1 

cache, allowing high performance CUDA programs to be built with minimum time and effort. 

Summary Table 

GPU G80 GT200 Fermi 
Transistors 681 million 1.4 billion 3.0 billion 

CUDA Cores 128 240 512 

Double Precision Floating 
Point Capability 

None 30 FMA ops / clock 256 FMA ops /clock 

Single Precision Floating 
Point Capability 

128 MAD 
ops/clock 

240 MAD ops / 
clock 

512 FMA ops /clock 

Special Function Units 
(SFUs) / SM 

2 2 4 

Warp schedulers (per SM) 1 1 2 
Shared Memory (per SM) 16 KB 16 KB Configurable 48 KB or 

16 KB 
L1 Cache (per SM) None None Configurable 16 KB or 

48 KB 
L2 Cache None None 768 KB 

ECC Memory Support No No Yes 
Concurrent Kernels No No Up to 16 

Load/Store Address Width 32-bit 32-bit 64-bit 

 

Second Generation Parallel Thread Execution ISA 

Fermi is the first architecture to support the new Parallel Thread eXecution (PTX) 2.0 instruction 

set.  PTX is a low level virtual machine and ISA designed to support the operations of a parallel 

thread processor. At program install time, PTX instructions are translated to machine 

instructions by the GPU driver.  

The primary goals of PTX are: 

 Provide a stable ISA that spans multiple GPU generations 

 Achieve full GPU performance in compiled applications 

 Provide a machine-independent ISA for C, C++, Fortran, and other compiler targets. 

 Provide a code distribution ISA for application and middleware developers 

 Provide a common ISA for optimizing code generators and translators, which map PTX 
to specific target machines. 

 Facilitate hand-coding of libraries and performance kernels 

 Provide a scalable programming model that spans GPU sizes from a few cores to many 
parallel cores 
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• An access 
• shorter reuse distance -> better locality 

• An execution window 
• smaller WSS -> better locality 

• A timescale (window length) 
• smaller footprint -> better locality
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To reiterate, this equation states that in an interleaved
memory access trace from two non-data-sharing programs,
the expected number of distinct memory addresses accessed
in w total accesses is the sum of the expected number
of distinct memory addresses accessed by each program.
The latter is calculated given each of their independently
measured average footprint functions and the number of
total accesses belonging to each, based on their access rates
(w ⇤ ar1

ar1+ar2
and w ⇤ ar2

ar1+ar2
).

What we are most interested in, the miss ratio, can be
derived from Equations the miss ratio can be calculated
using Equations 6, 7 and 8 [11]:

mr(c) = fp(w + 1)� c, (10)

where w is chosen so that fp(w) = c. In the scope of co-run
programs (using Equation 9), we rewrite this as

mr(c, ar1, ar2) =fp1

✓
(w + 1) ⇤ ar1

ar1 + ar2

◆

+ fp2

✓
(w + 1) ⇤ ar2

ar1 + ar2

◆
� c,

(11)
where w is still chosen so that fp(w) = fp1(w⇤ ar1

ar1+ar2
)+

fp2(w ⇤ ar2
ar1+ar2

) = c. Since the footprint function is
monotonic, the appropriate w can be found in O(log(c))
time using binary search. If both programs always had
the same miss ratio, then the above equation would be a
sufficient prediction of the miss ratio. However, since both
programs’ access rates vary with time, and we cannot predict
what they will be at any given moment1, we must treat the
access rates as independent random variables.

V. CACHE PARTITIONING

A. Natural Cache Partition
At a given time, each program sharing a cache will

have some quantity of data in the cache. This is called the
program’s cache occupancy, or ci for program i. In a warm
cache, the sum of the cache occupancies equals the size of
the cache (i.e. the cache is full). The footprint metric gives
us a way to predict the cache occupancies of each program
for a cache in a steady state; We call the ordered set of
cache occupancies (c1, c2, · · · ) the Natural Cache Partition
(NCP).

The overall footprint and the stretched footprints of a set
of co-run programs can be used to determine the NCP. Of
course, the individual stretched footprints always add up
to the overall footprint. As illustrated in Figure 4, when
the overall footprint equals the cache size, each individual
footprint indicates that program’s cache occupancy.

For programs with no phase behavior, one might expect
that a shared cache would provide the same performance as a

1Though there may be some feedback between the two access rates via
misses and cache stalls, but we leave this to future work.

c1

c2
c

Total fp

Stretched fp1

window length (w)
Figure 4: The natural cache partition is defined by the
quantity of data in a cache expected to belong to each
program. For two programs, the figure shows that the cache
occupancy of each program can be predicted to be the
individual (stretched) footprint of that program where the
total footprint equals the cache size.

“naturally” partitioned cache. We call this notion the Natural
Partition Assumption (NPA). Since the optimal partition is
at least as good as the natural partition (by the definition of
“optimal”), insofar as it is correct, the NPA indicates that
the optimal cache partition is at least as good as sharing.

If the NPA holds, then every partition-sharing scheme cor-
responds to some partitioning scheme. And that partitioning
scheme may not be the optimal one. Therefore, the optimal
partition scheme offers an upper-bound on the partition-
sharing options. This implies that if NPA is true, then we
should always partition when possible. If not, then partition-
sharing may be justifiable, as in the example in Figure 1.

The natural partition is derived using the HOTL theory
described in Section III. NPA holds if and only if the HOTL
prediction of the miss ratio is accurate. Previous studies have
shown that the prediction was accurate as compared to the
measurement from simulation and hardware performance
counters. We further discuss the validation of the NPA in
Section VII-C.

B. Optimal Partitioning

The idea of memory or cache partitioning has been around
for a while. In 1992, Stone, et al. proposed cache parti-
tioning as an improvement over sharing with LRU both for
single-threaded programs by partitioning the cache between
instructions and data, and for multiprogramming by giving
each process a partition [5].

In the way of optimizing their algorithm, they proved that
the average miss ratio for two or more uniformly interleaved
processes is minimized when the derivative (with respect to
partition size) of the miss ratio function for each process is

High-order Theory of Locality (HOTL) 

• Footprint [PPOPP 2008/2011, PACT 
2011] 
• average working-set size in time w 

• Shared cache 
• composable analysis 
• fpp1,p2(w) = fpp1(w) + fpp2(w) 

• Miss ratio curve [Xiang+ ASPLOS 
2013] 
• derivative of the footprint 

• Xiaoya was a CAS student while 
doing this research
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Optimal Cache Sharing

• Social choice [Xie and Loh, 2008] 
• communist (equal partitioning), capitalist (free-for-all), 

utilitarian 
• Economics/game theory [Zahedi and Lee, 2014] 

• sharing incentive, envy free, Pareto optimal
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Figure 1: A set of program traces that will benefit from
partition sharing. Core 1 and core 2 run streaming programs,
so partitioning them off prevents them from polluting the
cache. Cores 3 and 4 alternate between having large and
small working sets. Sharing a partition allows them each
to use more cache when it is needed. Capacity misses are
shaded with gray.

II. PARTITION-SHARING OPTIONS FOR MULTICORE
CACHE

The general need for partition sharing can be demon-
strated with a simple example trace, with 4 cores sharing
a cache size of 6. If cores 1 and 2 are running streaming
applications, and cores 3 and 4 alternate between large and
small working sets (i.e. core 3 needs cache, then core 4
needs cache), cores 1 and 2 should be partitioned to prevent
cache pollution, while cores 3 and 4 should share, so that
each may use the shared partition while the other does not.
The example is illustrated in Figure 1.

In order to understand the complexity of decision making
for the partition-sharing, we can divide the problem into 3
sub-problems, illustrated in Figure 2 and described below. In
the following descriptions, npr is the number of programs,
npa is the number of partitions, nc is the number of
caches, C is the size of each cache, ng is the number of
groups, and G is the size of each group. The number of
possible arrangements (within the constraints) is called the
search space size (S). The search space sizes shown below

Partition Sharing Scenarios

Sharing Only 
Multiple Caches

Partition-Sharing
Single Cache

Partitioning
Only

1. 2. 3.
1 2 3 41 2

43
1 2

4
3

Figure 2: Examples of possible partition sharing scenarios
with 4 programs and one or two caches. 1: Two caches
shared by any number of programs. 2: One cache partitioned
for any number of groups of any number of programs
(general partition-sharing case). 3: One cache with dedicated
partitions for each program (partitioning-only).

count every possible unique arrangement of programs in
caches/partitions.

1. Sharing, Multiple Caches:
There are multiple caches, but the number of users for
each cache may vary. Grouping is still the only variable,
but now group sizes are not required to be the same.
The problem size here is the number of ways we can
separate npr programs into nc non-empty groups. This
happens to be the well-known Stirling number of the
second kind:

S3 =

⇢
npr

nc

�
. (1)

2. Partition-Sharing, Single Cache: There is only one
cache, which is partitioned. Groups of programs are
assigned to partitions. The problem size is the sum of
the Stirling numbers multiplied by the number of ways
to assign “walls” that partition the cache. That is, for
each number of partitions npa, there are

�npr

npa

 
ways

to group the programs, and for each of those, there
are

�C+npa�1
npa�1

�
ways of assigning cache (balls) to the

partitions (bins).

S4 =

nprX

npa=1

⇢
npr

npa

�✓
C + npa � 1

npa � 1

◆
(2)

3. Partitioning Only: When partitioning alone is used,
the number of partitions is the same as the number of
programs. This problem is simply to assign units of
cache (balls) to each program (bins). The problem size
is

S5 =

✓
C + npr � 1

npr � 1

◆
. (3)

As an example, for 4 programs run on an 8MB cache
that is divisible into 64B units, we have npr = 4
and C = 8MB/64B = 131072. In this case, S4 =
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Optimal Partition Sharing [Brock+ ICPP 2015]

• Footprint theory 
• cache sharing is equivalent to natural cache partitioning 

• Optimal partition 
• implies optimal partition sharing 

• Dynamic programming 
• to find the optimal partition 
• generalizes previous work 

• Stone et al. 1992, convex miss ratios 
• Suh et al. 2004, piecewise convex 

• supports baseline optimization
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Baseline Optimization

• Rochester elastic cache utility (RECU) 
• a way to combine fairness and synergy 

• Equal baseline 
• no higher miss ratio than equal partition 

• Natural baseline 
• no higher miss ratio than free-for-all sharing 

• Elastic baseline 
• no more than x% higher 

• RECU 
• equal or natural baseline 
• miss ratio or cache space

12
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Cache Space based Elasticity [NPC’15, IJPP]

• No elasticity 
• equal partition 

• 100% elasticity 
• optimal partition 

• Intermediate baselines 
• not as effective as miss ratio elasticity

13
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Figure 6: The group miss ratio of the five partitioning
methods.
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Figure 7: The group miss ratio of Optimal and STTW.

solo-use cache, including the two initial studies of the foot-
print theory [10], [11], a recent new implementation [8], and
a study from the OS community which gives an independent
validation when predicting the server cache performance for
disk access traces [9].

Random Phase Interaction: We assume that programs
interact in their average behavior. Programs may have
phases, but their phases align randomly rather than determin-
istically. An example of synchronized phase interaction is
shown at the beginning of the paper in Figure 1. The natural
partition does not exist since no cache partition can give
the performance of cache sharing. However, synchronized
phase interaction is unlikely for independent applications. It
is unlikely that they have the same-length phases, and one
program always finishes a phase just when a peer program
starts another phase. We assume that the phase interaction is
random. This assumption is implicit and implicitly validated
in Xiang et al., who tested 20 SPEC programs and found
that HOTL is acceptable in 99.5% of cases of

�20
2

�
possible

paired running [11].
Fully Associative LRU Cache: The locality theory

is partly mathematical, and the mathematics is critical in
establishing the formal connection between program- and
machine-level concepts, e.g. from the reuse time to the miss
ratio. In comparison, the real cache is set-associative, and
not all cache sizes are possible. In addition, the replacement
policy may be an approximation or improvement of LRU.
Past work has validated the theory result by measuring the
actual miss ratio (using the hardware counters) on a real
system. Xiang et al. showed accurate prediction by the

HOTL theory for all three levels of cache on a test machine
(Figure 6 in [11]. In addition, the HOTL theory can derive
the reuse distance, which can be used to statistically estimate
the effect of associativity [4], and as Sen and Wood recently
showed, the performance of non-LRU policies [3].

Locality-performance Correlation: A recent study by
Wang et al. shows that the HOTL-based miss ratio prediction
has a linear relationship between execution time, with a
coefficient of 0.938 [8]. They measure execution times and
miss ratios of all 1820 4-programs co-run groups from a set
of 16 SPEC programs. Thus, reducing execution time can
be achieved though reducing same portion of miss ratio.

Practicality: The profiled metrics are average footprint,
total number of memory accesses, and solo-run time for
each program. Xiang et al. reported on average 23 times
slowdown from the full-trace footprint analysis [11]. Wang
et al. developed a sampling method called adaptive bursty
footprint (ABF) profiling, which takes on average 0.09
second per program [8]. To have reproducible results, our
implementation uses the full-trace footprint. We assume that
in practice, the data can be collected in real time.

While these assumptions do not always hold, they have
been carefully studied and validated through experiments on
actual systems. Section VII-C gives more details on some
of these studies. In this paper, we use these assumptions
to develop optimal partition sharing for general programs
on any size cache. For hardware cache design, these as-
sumptions may not be adequate, and careful simulation
may be necessary. However, our objective in this paper
is much narrower and more specific, which is a machine-

• 16 prog. in SPEC 2006, 1820 4-prog groups 
• 0.9 sec for sampling per program 

• 8MB shared cache, 1024 8KB units 
• over 45 billion ways to partition for each group 

• 0.2 sec for optimization
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VIII

Table 1: Comparison of RECU methods, optimal caching, and free-for-all cache
sharing. The average miss ratio reduction (overall improvement) versus the in-
dividual miss ratio increase (individual degradation) are relative to equal parti-
tioning. Two RECU methods are implicit: 0% cache space baseline is the same
as strict, and 100% is the same as optimal.

Methods of Overall performance Individual performance loss
cache improvement Percent prog. degraded by Worst

allocation Avg Median > 0% � 5% � 10% loss

RECU with elastic miss ratio baseline
strict (0%) 6.01% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

5% 52.7% 6.63% 61.2% 0% 0% 4.99%
10% 74.4% 9.32% 16.4% 42.4% 0% 9.99%
20% 94.2% 12.5% 58.8% 43.7% 37.2% 19.9%
50% 108% 16.0% 59.1% 52.3% 46.0% 49.9%
100% 115% 22.5% 59.3% 53.3% 47.0% 99.7%

RECU with elastic cache space baseline
5% 2.25% 1.10% 69.1% 0% 0% 4.68%
10% 6.73% 2.76% 70.8% 68.7% 0% 9.76%
20% 19.7% 5.29% 65.9% 65.2% 65.0% 19.9%
50% 86.0% 9.17% 60.7% 57.4% 55.7% 50.0%

alternatives to RECU (2 types of losses: miss ratio and cache space)
optimal 131% 43.7% 59.1% 53.2% 45.7% 31623%
caching 59.0% 57.7% 56.8% 98.8%

free-for-all 102% 20.5% 63.9% 58.3% 52.9% 68735%
sharing 64.0% 62.9% 61.6% 98.9%

groups from a set of 16 SPEC programs. Thus, reducing execution time can be
achieved though reducing same portion of miss ratio.

3.2 Overall Comparison

From a provider’s perspective, RECU is designed to improve e�ciency while
guaranteeing a baseline performance. The baseline is the lower bound perfor-
mance specified by the upper bound on the worst-case degradation compared
to equal partitioning. Table 1 shows the overall and individual program perfor-
mance when using di↵erent baselines.

RECU improves performance without the risk of pathological worst cases
incurred by other techniques. If we look at the QoS results for individual pro-
grams in Table 1, we see that RECU keeps the bounds on the performance loss.
The worst case loss is bounded by the given threshold, from 0% to 100%, for
all programs. When the threshold is 0% worst-case loss, we call it strict RECU.
Indeed, the table shows that no single program incurs more misses than equal
partitioning. In contrast, the two alternatives, optimal caching and free-for-all
sharing, have much worse worst cases. The largest miss ratio increase is 32 times
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grams in Table 1, we see that RECU keeps the bounds on the performance loss.
The worst case loss is bounded by the given threshold, from 0% to 100%, for
all programs. When the threshold is 0% worst-case loss, we call it strict RECU.
Indeed, the table shows that no single program incurs more misses than equal
partitioning. In contrast, the two alternatives, optimal caching and free-for-all
sharing, have much worse worst cases. The largest miss ratio increase is 32 times

efficiency quality of service guarantee
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Fig. 2: E↵ect of elastic miss ratio baseline optimization (a,b) and elastic cache
space baseline optimization (c,d) in each of the 16 test programs, measured
by the miss ratio reduction/increase (a,c) and cache space gain/loss (b,d) for
each program, averaged across all its

�15
3

�
co-run appearances. The programs are

ordered by the decreasing y-axis value. They are ranked by performance gain in
(a,c) and cache space gain in (b,d).

3.5 Analysis Overhead

Online Locality Analysis Recent research has made it possible for in vivo analysis
with several techniques. First, a metric called footprint measures the average
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RECU Benefits

• Cloud provider 
• baseline optimization 

• 6%,  53%, 108% improvements for 0%, 5%, 50% concession 
• at 50% elasticity 

• half the misses overall 
• close to optimal throughput (108% vs. 131%) 
• at most 50% increase individually 

• free-for-all sharing 
• similar throughput but as high as 32X miss-ratio increase for 

individual tasks 

• Cloud user 
• cost saving from greater cloud efficiency  
• bounded increase in miss count
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